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Session Focus

What did 

you do in 

school to-

day?

Questions for discussion

During the course of this 

module, your child will be 

assessed on key concepts 

and activities. You might 

want to discuss these con-

cepts with your child.

He or she will be asked to:

Instructor:  

Dear Parent, 
As parents and teachers, we 

realize it can be hard to get 

a child to discuss what he 

or she is learning in school.  

We hope the information 

provided on this page will 

assist you in communicating 

with your child about what 

he or she is learning.  

For the next few days, your 

child will be learning about 

the operation, programming, 

and use of robots in different 

environments while complet-

ing the Robots module. As 

your child’s best teacher, 

your participation in the 

learning process is extremely 

important.

Words students will learn in 

this module include:

•  automation

•  axis

•  programming(robots)

•  repetitive

•  work envelope

•  end effector

•  Cartesian coordinate 

   system

•  remote control

•  teach pendant

•  labor or slave

•  robot

•  Explain the power rating of a 

servo. (Servo is a motor. Its pow-

er rating, measured in weight 

per distance, is the amount of 

work it can do.)

•  Correctly identify the x-, y-, 

and z-axes used in the Carte-

sian coordinate system. (Have 

your child use hand gestures 

to ex plain. X is horizontal, y is 

ver ti cal, and z is depth.)

•  Explain what “teach pendant” 

means when operating a ro-

bot. (When you use the teach 

pendant mode, you maneuver a 

part on the robot; store the move 

in memory; move another part; 

store that move; and so on. The 

op po site procedure is straight 

pro gram ming which is setting all 

the moves at once.)

Exploring Robots

Operating SAM

Programming SAM

Cartesian Navigator

SAM & Gripper Assembly

Rooster Challenge

Remote Manipulation

Robots

•  Explore the history of robotics 

using a software program.

•  Experience and understand 

the fundamentals of industrial 

robots by viewing a video seg-

ment.

•  Use joysticks to manipulate a 

robotic arm to perform selected 

activities.  

•  Use a computer to program and 

operate a robotic arm. 


